
Power Input Voltage Control Model

-25℃ ~ +50℃

* Confirm the correct connection method, incorrect connection can lead to improper work, and even damage

* Refer to installation instruction for installing

Ambient temperature

1. Product Introduction：

l The fixture is LED luminaire.

l Ground recessed installation method.

l Die-casting aluminum housing
l Protection grade: IP67
l Insulation class: Class II

2. Technical specification：

Beam angle

refer product sheet

3. Observe the following dos and don'ts

l Install in the IP67 environment or beneath the IP67.

l Prohibit punching any position of lamps

l Please turn off the power and contact the dealer for problems in connection or other abnormal cases.

l Installed by the qualified electrician holding a certificate.

l Prohibit operating the lamps beyond the voltage scope as nation stipulated

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
ERDA 2-IN-GROUND LINEAR LUMINAIRES

  Model:

 IMPORTANT !

DC24V DMX51211W

    MS2HED2305-L10-11W

Installation InstructionsInstallation Instructions

4.1 4.1   According According to to Fig Fig 1, 
       Laying 20cm or much deeper gravel or similar material forms the bottom of the cavity to allow for drainage. 
4.2 4.2 According According to to Fig Fig 22, 
      Install the buried barrel
4.3 According to Fig 3
      Connect luminaire cable with power supply by connector IP68
4.4 According to Fig 4
      Fix luminaire with the buried barrel

4.
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Notes :

* The fixture must get reliable connection with the mounting surface, any screws in the lamps should not be
arbitrarily loosed

* Manufacturer disclaims all liability for claims, and will refuse requests for exchanges or returns, resulting
from installation of items which do not comply with installation conditions
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Laying 20cm or much deeper gravel or similar material 
forms the bottom of the cavity to allow for drainage.
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Install the buried barrel

Fix luminaire with the buried barrel
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